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The City of Mar del Plata is 400 km away from the Buenos aires city
1 artificial port of deep waters that, in addition to being fundamental for the fishing activity, in
its north breakwater allows to anchor the boats of stroll.
Mar del Plata is an Argentine city, excellently prepared for the organization of congresses and
corporate events. Hotels of international hierarchy as well as halls where to hold important
institutional and business meetings.
Aware of the importance of good service, Mar del Plata stands out for the warmth and
hospitality of its visitors. Campaigns and ongoing training programs stimulate good treatment
and cordiality as differential values of the city.
47 km coastal front, where cliffs, bays and extensive beaches alternate.
The rambla, a typical promenade parallel to the sea, invites you to take walks for 20 km and
enjoy a panoramic view of unparalleled beauty.
In Mar del Plata it is possible to fly over the sea and the mountains, with the breeze that drives
the paragliding, to skirt a lagoon by bicycle, discover the marine fauna in a diving dive, climb
the waves or simply ride along colorful and peaceful trails. Mar del Plata: adrenaline, emotion
and freedom.
The gastronomic menu is as exquisite as it is varied: top quality red meats, accompanied by
fresh vegetables and vegetables grown in the region, and excellent wines. Dishes prepared
with fish and seafood are a specialty of the city.
Mar del Plata has an incredible variety of restaurants, pubs, breweries and multispaces of
international level.
Mar del Plata offers an excellent sports, cultural and artistic billboard throughout the year, and
in the summer the outstanding theatrical groups of the country meet in the city.

It has more than 5,000 seats distributed in 15 theater halls. Of them the Auditorium TheaterProvincial Center of the Arts and the Municipal Theater Colon stand out for their architecture
and excellence.
The traditional Central Casino building, characterized by the spaciousness of its spaces, has a
common room, intermediate and reserved, depending on the amount of bets.
Here the public can play roulette, point and banking, blackjack, poker, craps or tempt luck with
the slot machines.
Mar del Plata has 5 courts and 4 golf clubs.
The golfer has here the possibility of playing in the mountains or in front of the sea and in
fields of different characteristics, which represents a challenge for the most demanding
amateur.
City with experience in major events
From the World Cup, in its origins, through the Pan American Games, eleven years of
International Film Festivals and of course the IV Summit of the Americas, all are hallmarks of a
city experienced in the reception and organization of events.

Transport
1 international airport in which 6 air navigation companies operate with more than 130 weekly
services
1 highway that communicates with Federal Capital in 4 hours
3 alternative provincial routes
1 train station that receives 29 weekly services
1 bus station where tickets are sold by more than 50 companies

Transfers - Rates
Buenos Aires / Mar del Plata / Buenos Aires
Air dollars 120.00.Omnibus dollars 30.00.Sprinter 19 passenger dollars 1300.00.Minibus 24 passenger dollars 1650.00.-
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